
care pack



what is til death do us part?

A care pack is designed to give you information to know if you will be affected by any of
the themes covered throughout the show, and suggestions as to where to get help and
resources. We will highlight potentially difficult subject matters, and point you towards
places of resource that will be able to help. We will also highlight our accessible
performances.

After 15 years of marriage, Daniel and Sylvia find themselves drifting further apart with
each passing day. Until one morning, they find themselves abruptly united by every
parent’s worst nightmare…

The shoes have been polished, the vases are full and the phone is ringing off the hook,
but there’s one thing they’re still missing… answers. Forced into a confrontation, years of
resentment and things long left unsaid rise to the surface as they question the
circumstances that brought them to this point, and what happens to your relationship
when the only thing holding you together, threatens to tear you apart.

A timely spotlight on parental grief, Til Death Do Us Part is the debut play of Safaa
Benson- Effiom, and was a finalist in the 2020 Theatre503 International Playwriting
Award and Soho Theatre’s 2019 Tony Craze award. This is presented as a co-production
with Darcy Dobson Productions. 
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Notice 5 things you can see around you
Notice 4 things you can touch
Find 3 things you can hear
2 things you can smell
1 thing you can taste

When we panic it can be easy to spiral. A simple exercise to follow is tune in to your
senses:
 

Finally, you are the expert on you! If something isn’t right for you, you are always able to
walk away. Put yourself first, and do what’s right for you.

Some of the topics covered in 'Til Death Do Us Part' might be distressing for some
audiences, and looking after yourself is always the first priority. Below is a content
warning overview so you can see at a glance if there is anything you might find difficult.
If you want to read about a specific scene without reading the whole synopsis the icons
are there to show you where in the play these themes will crop up.

Reach out to someone – if you are struggling reach out to a friend, family member, or
see below for contact information for confidential and anonymous support 24/7.
 
Ground yourself – If you are able to, place your feet on the floor to help ground you.
Take deep, slow breaths in through your nose for four counts, hold for four, then release
your breath slowly out of your mouth. Repeat this exercise a few times.

Take care of yourself – Drink a glass of water. If you are able to, take a walk outside in
nature. If possible, turn off your phone and take five minutes for yourself.

Self-care



Content Information

Bereavement - The play centres on the death of Sylvia & Daniel’s son. The play is set the
morning of his funeral as they prepare to go to the church. The set is filled with flowers
and condolence cards.

Suicide - Later on in the play we find out that Andrew has taken his own life. We do not
see the suicide on stage, and no reference is made to methods.

Depression & anxiety - we see Andrew struggle with his mental health on stage,
including one moment where he has a panic attack. Reference is not made to these
conditions specifically.

Physical violence - There is a moment of physical onstage violence in which Daniel drags
Sylvia across the stage.

Divorce/ breakdown of relationships - this play looks at the breakdown of Daniel and
Sylvia’s relationship, and the impact it has on those around them. 

Abortion - there is a brief reference to abortion in an offhand comment in which Sylvia
reflects on having a child at 23. 



resources - part 1

relationship and family problems
loss, including loss of a friend or a family member through bereavement
financial worries
job-related stress
loneliness and isolation
depression
heavy use of or dependency on alcohol or other drugs
thoughts of suicide

Phone: 116 123         Email: jo@samaritans.org

People contact us with all sorts of concerns and what might be a small issue to you may
be huge to someone else. You could be going through something new or have been
struggling to cope for some time, either way, we're here if you feel you need some extra
support.
If what’s getting to you isn’t on this list, please still get in touch.
Common reasons people contact us are:

We won’t make decisions for you, and we'll support the decisions you make.

Samaritans

Help is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
If you call, you'll speak to a professional in your local NHS mental health service.
They can discuss your current mental health needs and provide access to further
support if needed.
Calls to NHS urgent mental health helplines are free.

Phone 111 if you are not able to speak to your local NHS urgent mental health helpline
Phone 999 if you feel you cannot keep yourself or someone else safe

Local NHS urgent mental health helpline for London

0800 023 4650

mailto:jo@samaritans.org
mailto:jo@samaritans.org
tel:08000234650


resources - part 2

If you would like to speak with in strict confidence about your mental health and
wellbeing, you can phone, message or email. 

They provide face-to-face, online and telephone access to a diverse range of trained
Counsellors and Wellbeing Advisors, all of whom have a knowledge of the unique
challenges of working in the Arts. The team are here to listen, not judge, and we will do
everything we can to help.

Well Being in the Arts     

Phone: 0204 538 9500 Message: 07496 896 436

Email:support@wellbeinginthearts.org.uk (9am-5pm Mon-Fri)

Expert clinicians who understand the demands of a performing arts career and can help
with problems including creative practice-related injuries and pain, muscular tension,
voice problems, hypermobility, performance anxiety, work-related mental health
concerns and other psychological issues. BAPAM clinicians are from a range of
backgrounds including general practice, physiotherapy, psychology, osteopathy,
rheumatology, and orthopaedics.

The BAPAM team can advise about other financial and practical support to help with
health problems affecting your work or studies, and we work in partnership with
organisations

If you contact us with a mental health need, our dedicated BAPAM Helpline team will take
some basic contact information as well as a summary of the query. You won’t be asked
to go into detail about your mental health difficulties during this phone call, but it will be
helpful for the phone assessors if you are able to offer some basic information at this
point. 

British Association for Performing Arts Medicine   020 8167 4775
(9am-5pm Mon-Fri)

helpful links

https://www.cruse.org.uk  - Bereavement Support
https://www.ataloss.org     - Bereavement Support
https://www.thecalmzone.net - A campaign against living miserably and against
suicide.
https://www.samaritans.org   -  charity aimed at providing emotional support to
anyone in emotional distress, struggling to cope, or at risk of suicide throughout Great
Britain and Ireland

mailto:support@wellbeinginthearts.org.uk
https://www.cruse.org.uk/
https://www.ataloss.org/
https://www.thecalmzone.net/
https://www.samaritans.org/


Accessible Show Information

The play will run for approximately 1 hour and 40 minutes with no interval.

After every one of our performances there will be 15 minutes where the theatre will
remain open to the audience as reflective space to use if needed. 

Relaxed performance: 18 May 7.30pm

For anyone who benefits from a more relaxed performance environment. House lights
are left up with audience free to exit and reenter as required. Sound levels are reduced
and any strobe / ‘flashing light’ effects will be omitted also.

Parent & Baby performance: 18 May 12pm

Similar to our Relaxed Performance in terms of technical alterations, but provided as an
opportunity for parents and/or guardians to enjoy a spot of theatre without the need to
hire a babysitter. Please note, we do not exclude other audience members from booking
to see this performance.

Enhanced performance for visually impaired audience: 21 May 3pm

Theatre503 have been working with Extant to be able to offer this enhanced
performance. The performance itself will run as normal, with the addition of a touch tour
and programme notes in the auditorium from 1:30pm-2pm. Between 2pm-3pm, there will
be tables booked in The Latchmere pub for these bookers to enjoy some food and drinks
prior to the show. Please email boxoffice@theatre503.com if you would like to attend the
touch tour and programme notes.

Pay What You Choose performances: Sat 14 & 21 May 3pm

Livestream performance (captioned option available at a later date): 20 May
7:30pm

mailto:boxoffice@theatre503.com


Full play synopsis  
 
 
⭕ Bereavement  
    Suicide  
     Depression & anxiety  
     Physical violence  
    Divorce/breakdown of relationships  
     Abortion  
 
⭕ The play starts with a series of short, non-spoken scenes between Sylvia and Daniel. 
Sylvia, a 38-year-old woman, enters with her arm in a sling. She spots an open door and runs 
to solve it. Daniel, a 38-year-old man enters and places a chair under the door handle to 
keep it shut. Time shifts. Sylvia and Daniel watch TV amidst the sound of ringing phones, 
which they ignore and eventually switch off. Time shifts. They are asleep on a sofa that is 
too small for them. Sylvia falls off and they find themselves laughing at the situation, only to 
realise they are laughing and stop. Time shifts.  
 
Andrew, Sylvia and Daniel’s 15-year-old son, is practising presenting for his physics project 
on collision theory. Sylvia begins to cry with pride and exclaims that her son is going to be a 
doctor. Daniel reassures him that he can be whatever he wants to be. Sylvia and Andrew 
work on perfecting his speech, and she encourages him to learn it by heart which he 
eventually agrees to. Sylvia asks why he walked home from school when she could have 
given him a lift, as she works there as Deputy Headteacher, to which he responds that he is 
embarrassed. Sylvia goes off to make sandwiches for Daniel and Andrew. Andrew chats to 
Daniel about collision theory and why he finds it interesting, Daniel is proud. Sylvia renters 
and mentions that she has booked Andrew into a debating preparation course, Daniel warns 
that Andrew has a lot on at the moment. Daniel offers to get pizza later but Andrew says 
he’s getting Pizza on Saturday. Daniel and Sylvia poke fun at the different excuses he gave to 
both of them about what he was doing on Saturday when he is planning on going with 
Friends to Portsmouth, playing both parents off each other in the process. Daniel and Sylvia 
joke with each other and Andrew watches on happily, remarking that they seem happy 
today. As he starts to re-read the speech, the home phone begins to ring. Daniel and Sylvia 
stare at it horrified, Andrew asks if either of them are going to answer it, when no one does, 
he goes to himself but he vanishes just as reaches it.  
 
⭕ We hear the answer machine play, which is a sarcastic recording which Andrew has 
made. After the beep, we hear a teenage boys voice apologising for not being able to make 
it today, he says he knew Andrew from school and that he was friends with him, It is implied 
that today is Andrew’s funeral and that what we had just witnessed was, in fact, a memory 
of him. Daniel and Sylvia discuss the answerphone message. Sylvia makes Daniel sign into 
his Facebook so she can see Andrew's profile, and learn how people are finding out about 
his death. Sylvia is tired, and Daniel tells her to rest before the funeral later. She continues 
ironing the new trousers she has bought him. Daniel tells her he feels it is a waste buying all 



these new clothes when they have plenty upstairs, to which Sylvia retorts asking why he 
doesn’t just go upstairs and get them. We learn that they have been living on the ground 
floor since Andrew’s death. Sylvia drops the iron onto the carpet accidentally, and they 
reminisce about when Andrew burnt the carpet once.  
 

⭕ Andrew appears out of nowhere, scaring Daniel. He’s come down to have breakfast at 

5.30 am to have breakfast with Daniel before he goes to work. Just as suddenly as he has 

appeared, he vanishes.  

⭕ Daniel is back in real time with Sylvia, he tries to hug her, but she shrugs him off, Sylvia 

says she’s fed up with being sent flowers and that she wishes people had more original 

ideas, like a bottle of olive oil or a jacuzzi. They both laugh. Daniel gently questions whether 

they have been selfish by cutting themselves off from the world and reminds her that they 

aren’t the only ones grieving him. Daniel grabs a bottle of whiskey which he shares with 

Sylvia. He remembers Andrew telling them off for drinking at 11 in the morning.  

🔲 Suddenly Andrew is there, and its New Year’s Eve. He’s grumpy because Dan & Syl 

haven’t let him go to a friend’s party. Sylvia is drunk and Andrew tries to convince his 

parents to let him have a drink. Daniel goes off to get the champagne for everyone. Now 

alone together, Andrew asks Sylvia how she knows that she is happy, she laughs it off and 

says that of course, she is. Andrew begins to say that sometimes he feels like he isn’t but 

stops before he says any more. Daniel re-enters with the champagne and shows them a 

Russian tradition for New Year. They each write their wishes on a piece of paper, set fire to 

it and sprinkle to ashes in their champagne. They then drink, and Andrew realises that he 

has been given Shloer instead of alcohol. They each share their wishes, Sylvia wishes for a 

Jacuzzi, Daniel for happiness for his family, and Andrew says he wishes that this time next 

year he’ll be around to go to a new year’s party with his friends. He exits to go and get 

another drink. 

⭕🔺We are back in the present; Daniel tells Sylvia he is going to take a shower next door 

at the neighbour’s house. Sylvia tells him there isn’t enough time before the car arrives. 

They discuss what they are wearing to the funeral. They are interrupted by the phone 

ringing and a voicemail from Daniel’s sister. She is cross that they aren’t answering their 

phones and tells Daniel that her husband won’t be able to take him to the airport. Sylvia 

berates Daniel for going on ‘holiday’ the moment their son’s funeral is over. He replies that 

he isn’t going on holiday, but wants to get away from as he thinks the mutual emotional 

support between him and Sylvia isn’t working. He shares that a guy from work went through 

something similar and found that a change of scenery and getting away from it helped and 

that he’s offered a place he has for him to go away to. Sylvia points out that when he 

suggested a change of scenery, he probably meant both of them, not Daniel alone. They 

argue and Sylvia calls Daniel self-centred, she tells him he’s a free man after the funeral. 

They both get dressed. 



Andrew enters with a coffee for Daniel, he tells him that he’s making him toast for 

breakfast, and surprises him with a jar of Nutella which Sylvia doesn’t allow in the house. 

Daniel tells Andrew not to keep playing them off each other, but when he turns around 

Andrew is gone. 

⭕🔺🔰Sylvia is annoyed at Daniel’s sister for pestering her about the flower arrangements 

for the funeral. She carries on scrolling through Andrew’s Facebook profile and reads the 

messages people have posted on his wall. Daniel keeps coming back to the point Sylvia 

made about him being self-centred, he is insistent he doesn’t just think of himself. He says 

he just wanted a little time to work out what comes next. Sylvia asks him if he wants a 

divorce and goes on to say that the only reason he married her in the first place was that 

she got pregnant at University at 23, Daniel disagrees and says he loved her and was 

committed to raising a child with her. 

Andrew appears in his pyjamas, he asks Daniel if he could go back in time what he would 

change? Daniel says he’d go and see Bowie before he got famous. 

⭕🔺 Present time, Daniel tells Sylvia if he could go back in time he would change a lot of 

things, but that it’s dangerous to look back and dredge up past mistakes. Sylvia says that of 

course they have made mistakes their son is dead. They reflect on whether the only thing 

keeping them together was Andrew. They argue, and Daniel shouts at Sylvia to stop with an 

anger we haven’t seen before. The answering machine goes off, it’s Sylvia’s mother crying 

down the phone, asking how something like this could have happened. 

🔲🔺 Andrew enters and comments on how tense it is. Daniel says that they’re done here 

and leaves the room. Andrew asks his mum if everything is okay, but she brushes him off, he 

continues trying to tie his tie. Daniel re-enters and then Daniel and Sylvia both exit, 

continuing to argue offstage. Onstage we watch Andrew, anxiously overhearing his parents' 

argument. Now unwatched, we see him have a panic attack. Daniel enters and notices 

Andrew seems upset, he thinks it is frustration at not being able to do his tie. Andrew 

responds that he is fine, just tired. As Sylvia returns and they continue arguing, Andrew tries 

to get their attention and eventually storms off, telling them he is getting a lift with his 

friend.  

⭕🔷💠🔺 Back in the present, Daniel asks if Sylvia wants the marriage to be over, she is 

unsure. He remembers the day they came back from the hospital after Andrew’s death, and 

that they had sex, and reflects on why that happened. They wonder what happened to land 

them in this situation, and both feel it is the other one’s fault. They agree to separate, and 

begin to discuss what will happen to the house - Daniel is in favour of selling it but Sylvia 

can’t bear to part with it. She insists that she is going to stay in the house, and Daniel says 

that if she is going to stay, she is going to stay in the whole house, including upstairs. He 

moves the chair blocking the door, and drags her forcefully towards to door leading to the 

stairs whilst she tries to get away. The phone rings and he opens the door, letting the light 



from the rest of the house flood in. Andrew’s answer machine message plays and Sylvia runs 

to the other side of the room.  

Andrew appears, this time different. He goes over to his mother and takes his headphones, 

fidget spinner, and glasses from her before leaving. 

⭕🔷🔺 Daniel apologises. Sylvia tells him about all of her hopes and dreams for Andrew, 

and that she hates Daniel for taking them away from her. Daniel says that it was her that 

pushed Andrew too far, with all the academic pressure placed upon him. Daniel feels that 

he could have stopped it if only he had known what he was looking out for.  

⭕ Andrew appears, we have seen this moment before, but this time as Andrew moves 

through the scene Daniel is reflecting on what he missed. Andrew has come down at 5.30 

am to have breakfast with Daniel. He brings him his coffee and tells him what he is making 

for breakfast - toast with Nutella. Andrew talks to his dad about the new film club he’s a 

part of. He tells him about a film they watched recently called The Butterfly Effect, in which 

a man time travels and accidentally changes the future by making small alterations to the 

past. He talks about how by changing the past he keeps making the future worse for the 

people around him, and that in the film there are 4 different endings including a director’s 

cut in which he time travels back to inside the womb and clenches the umbilical cord, so he 

was never born. Daniel looking back, feels like he should have known, and said something at 

that moment. He wishes he could have stayed home from work instead and spent more 

time with his son. Andrew gives Daniel his brownie for lunch and helps him do his tie. Daniel 

offers to call Andrew before his presentation, but Andrew says he won’t have his phone on 

him. Before he leaves, Andrew tells Daniel that he loves him. 

⭕🔷🔺 Daniel remembers coming home from work and finding Sylvia on the front step 
with her broken wrist in her lap shaking. She tells him that Andrew is at the top of the stairs 
and that she thinks he is dead. Daniel reveals that Andrew had left him a note in the bag 
with his brownie. The note says that he has gotten used to smiling even when he doesn’t 
feel like it, that he feels pressure to be good all the time and to make them proud 
considering all they have given up for him. He feels that he is in the way of their happiness 
and that they will now be able to continue their lives without him in the way. Sylvia realises 
that Andrew has left her the same note in the hoodie. Both notes are signed off ‘Don’t tell 
mum/dad, it will just upset them’. As the realisation dawns on them, the phone rings, 
Andrew’s message plays, and Sylvia’s sister leaves a message, she’s at the church 
surrounded by people. She tells them that as awful as this situation is, she’s glad they have 
each other. 
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